Ice World Summer 2018
3vs3 Ice Pilot League Rules
1. Home Team is White.
2. If a team wants to add a sub; they must forfeit the game first. Then
they can add players to their rosters. Please advise the Scorekeeper
that they are forfeiting and adding players to their roster. Subs must
be from the same age appropriate level. Goalies are exception and
will be on case by case basis per the Hockey Coordinator.
3. If teams do not have an assigned goalie then players must fill in.
4. Penalty shots are at the end of game. The Penalty shots are only
taken if it changes the outcome of the game. So the team behind at
the end of regulation will shoot first. The player that was on the
receiving end of the penalty from the opposing team, will be the
shooter.
5. There is no overtime. There are ties.
6. When there is no goalie.*
a. A player can designated as temporary goalie. **they are not
allowed the privileges of a goalie**
b. The player can drop to block shots, but they can NOT catch the
puck or cover it while in the crease.
c. They are allowed to skate out and cross the redline as any
other skater.
d. ONLY A PLAYER WITH GOALIE GEAR IS ALLOWED THE
PRIVILEGES OF A GOALIE. IIW suggest the player not drop
because shin guards are much different than kickers.
7. No slap shots are allowed in 3vs3 hockey.
8. Once a goalie has made a save, and there is a whistle from the
official, the goalie will throw the puck back behind them, the attacking
team will back off, allowing the opposition to skate the puck out from
behind their net at least 5 feet up ice before pressuring the puck
carrier
9. All 3vs3 games are run time. The clock will only stop momentarily if
there is an injury on the ice, or by the referee ordering it.
10.There are two 20 minute periods of running time. An intermission
between periods.
11. Summer league is about having fun!!
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